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1: Quality and Customer Service | Imsimbi Training
The quality of customer service is the key differentiator between good, bad and indifferent companies. Good quality
customer service keeps customers coming back; bad customer service drives customers away, taking their friends,
family and workmates with them.

The perception of having received quality in customer service is important in the decision-making process. A
customer shops at the locations where he or she feels comfortable and where the service provided is of the
highest quality. Consistently addressing the needs of the consumer through attention to detail, prompt and
courteous assistance, and the providing of knowledgeable employees is the first objective in providing a
memorable shopping experience. Effective customer service policies focus on providing the customer with
customer service that is always consistent and focuses on the customer. When an organization creates a
customer-centric and high-quality customer service policy, the organization will continue to create lasting
value for the consumer. Video of the Day Brought to you by Techwalla Brought to you by Techwalla Lasting
Value The key to providing good quality customer service and retaining a customer for the long term is
providing the customer with lasting value during his or her shopping experience. Companies that continually
focus on the best ways to provide the customer with lasting value and quality customer service compared to
the services that the customer could expect to receive from a competitor are assured of the potential to create
loyal repeat customers out of each customer that the organization assists. Providing good customer service is
crucial to retaining customers against a competitor who sells the same or similar products. When two
competitors offer the same products at similar prices, the customer will consistently return to the location
where they received the best service. In providing the best service available, an organization creates lasting
value for the customer and any organization that focuses on providing lasting value and unsurpassed customer
service will continually ensure that the customers the organization assists become customers for life. Adopting
policies that focus on creating lasting value for the customer and provides him with unsurpassed customer
service inherently gains long-term loyalty from that consumer. Customer Loyalty Creating value for the
customer through quality customer service is only one aspect quality customer service within an organization.
By building value and creating customer loyalty, the customer will see that the organization values his
patronage as a consumer and those consumers who experience a continually high degree of quality customer
service will see the firm as more attractive than other alternatives in the marketplace. Andreassen and Olsen, ,
p. Customer Service as a Revenue Generator When an organization implements value and loyalty practices
through its customer service policies, it gains a degree of loyalty from the consumer that drives an increasing
ability to maximize revenues. A consumer that has become dedicated to an organization because of the high
degree of customer service he receives becomes a vital marketing tool for the merchant. Maintaining
consumers over the long-term creates a continually accessible source of revenue and any organization hoping
to expand and increase profitability will realize the potential gains to the organization from providing lasting
value and creating customer loyalty depends on the ability of the organization to provide quality customer
service that surpasses the services customers could expect to receive from other competitors in the industry.
Conclusion Quality customer service experiences are the driving force behind customer retention and
customer satisfaction. Tapping into the ability of customer service to maximize this continuous opportunity for
revenue is the single most important objective for any company looking to gain a competitive advantage in the
highly diverse business environment of today. Andreassen and Line L. Olsen; The Loyalty Effect: Reichheld
and Thomas Teal;
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Quality customer service entails providing efficient, quick and friendly service, building strong relationships with
customers, handling complaints quickly and responding to customers' issues on time. Quality customer service is the
best way to keep customers coming back, thus ensuring long-term success.

Quality assurance means developing operational controls to ensure that the results match the desired
outcomes. Customer service operations are designed to keep customers satisfied while protecting the
organization. To make sure customer service achieves these goals in your small business, the person
responsible for quality assurance must define the quality functions as they apply to how you serve your
customers. Once such definitions are in place, you can define the resources required to fulfill the defined
mandate and make sure your customers experience quality service. Customer Service Quality Goals Customer
service means helping customers solve problems. To carry out this function effectively, customer service has
to be easily accessible, knowledgeable, reliable and deliver results. Quality assurance identifies these
requirements and measures how well customer service performs with respect to each one. You can define
quality assurance in customer service as a means to evaluate the characteristics that make customer service
effective. Reliability The quality assurance system can compare what you promise the customer to what the
customer expects and what your customer service delivers. If the delivered service matches customer
expectations and what you promised to deliver, quality with respect to this customer service element is high. If
there are gaps, you can use the quality assurance system to track improvements. The quality assurance system
must survey customers regularly to determine their expectations so the system can match against promises and
deliveries. Small businesses usually implement such surveys in-house by asking customers to rate their service
when they call or when they complete a purchase. Email or web-based forms that customers fill out when
visiting the company website are alternatives. Competence Customers expect competent delivery of their
services, and the definition of quality assurance includes tracking competence. Quality assurance systems
evaluate competence by training and results. The employee delivering customer service has to have the
training that allows competent delivery, and he actually has to supply competent service. The quality
assurance system keep records of training and surveys customers to evaluate the competence of the delivery. It
assigns scores for completed training and for the degree of competence in service delivery compared to
benchmarks based on industry standards. It adds these scores to obtain an overall competency evaluation. A
low score means your employees have less training or apply their training less competently than the rest of
your industry. You can address such a problem through additional training. Delivery Customers expect
reliable and competent service delivery in an easily accessible form. Customer service delivery is typically
over the phone or other means of electronic communication. Wait times, busy signals, noise, call quality and
call cost reduce the quality of delivery. The definition of quality assurance includes tracking these parameters,
defining reasonable levels and ensuring that those levels are maintained over time. Solutions Customers are
mainly interested in solutions to their problems. Quality assurance includes documenting customer complaints,
tracking the actions taken to resolve them and surveying customers on their satisfaction with the result. The
quality assurance system compares high levels of reliability, competence and delivery quality with the level of
customer satisfaction. The system checks for discrepancies and revises evaluations to make sure that it is
functioning cohesively and giving correct results.
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You can define quality assurance in customer service as a means to evaluate the characteristics that make customer
service effective.

So is that quality? When you start identifying this type of thinking in your own organization, I challenge you
to ask a few questions. Who the heck cares about your product? Seems obvious, I know. But really, who
cares? They care about what they can do with your product. Stop writing a storyline about a thing. Instead,
listen for the stories your customers already have, and where your product might make their stories more
interesting. Why do you think yours is so much better than the competitors? This is where we really love to
drink the Kool-Aid internally. If the product is great but getting help is painful , then is that real quality??
Click To Tweet 3. How do you keep up with what quality means to your customers? Like it or not, your
competitors are setting expectations for your customers. Not just your competitors, actually, but Uber and
Amazon and all the juggernauts in customer experience. But what does it mean? Make sure you and your
customers are aligned on the meaning of quality before you claim quality is the experience. She has 20 years
of experience helping companies improve loyalty and retention, employee engagement, and overall customer
experience. She writes, speaks, studies and trains on customer experience issues on many platforms around the
world. Jeannie lives with her husband and 2 growing boys and a young dog, spending her free time cheering
on distracted ball players and building epic Lego creations.
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Principles of good customer service The key to good customer service is building good relationships with your
customers. Thanking the customer and promoting a positive, helpful and friendly environment will ensure they leave with
a great impression.

Actionable customer service tips and ideas, delivered weekly. No sales pitches, no games, and one-click
unsubscribe. Luckily, there are a few universal skills that every support member can master that will
dramatically improve their conversations with customers. Attentiveness The ability to really listen to
customers is so crucial for providing great service for a number of reasons. Earlier I went over a few customer
feedback systems , and before that I showed you the data on why listening to customer feedback is a must for
many businesses who are looking to innovate. When it comes to important points that you need to relay
clearly to customers, keep it simple and leave nothing to doubt. Download Your Free Guide From your initial
search to final purchase and setup, this unbiased resource will help make choosing any help desk easier.
Knowledge of the Product The best forward-facing employees in your company will work on having a deep
knowledge of how your product works. Ability to use positive language Sounds like fluffy nonsense, but your
ability to make minor changes in your conversational patterns can truly go a long way in creating happy
customers. Language is a very important part of persuasion, and people especially customers create
perceptions about you and your company based off of the language that you use. I can place the order for you
right now and make sure that it is sent to you as soon as it reaches our warehouse. Every great customer
service rep will have those basic acting skills necessary to maintain their usual cheery persona in spite of
dealing with people who may be just plain grumpy. Time management skills Hey, despite my many
research-backed rants on why you should spend more time with customers, the bottom line is that there is a
limit, and you need to be concerned with getting customers what they want in an efficient manner. The trick
here is that this should also be applied when realizing when you simply cannot help a customer. This is an
important part of the personalization process as well, because it takes knowing your customers to create a
personal experience for them. A calming presence There are a lot of metaphors for this type of personality:
Ability to handle surprises Sometimes the customer support world is going to throw you a curveball. When the
problem is noticeably out of your league, what are you going to send to the people above? The full
conversation, just the important parts, or maybe some highlights and an example of a similar ticket? When it
comes time to get someone else involved, how are you going to contact them? For instance, at Help Scout we
use our own product to assign conversations to another team member , or mention the person from whom we
need help in a note within the conversation. Especially true if your email is available on-site, like ours. To
truly take your customer service skills to the next level, you need to have some mastery of persuasion so you
can convince interested customers that your product is right for them if it truly is. Tenacity Call it what you
want, but a great work ethic and a willingness to do what needs to be done and not take shorcuts is a key skill
when providing the kind of service that people talk about. Being able to close with a customer means being
able to end the conversation with confirmed satisfaction or as close to it as you can achieve and with the
customer feeling that everything has been taken care of or will be. Getting booted after a customer service call
or before all of their problems have been addressed is the last thing that customers want , so be sure to take the
time to confirm with customers that each and every issue they had on deck has been entirely resolved. Your
willingness to do this shows the customer three very important things: Empathy Perhaps empathy â€” the
ability to understand and share the feelings of another â€” is more of a character trait than a skill. Willingness
to learn If you came across this article and read all the way to the bottom, you likely already have this skill
nice job! We also love how the Buffer team approaches this skill with their wonderful customer happiness
updates. The updates are public, detailed, and go through how the support team and the company at large
handled incoming emails for the month. Now we need to hear from you! Which of the 15 customer service
skills addressed above do you feel is most important? Are there any we missed? Let us know in the comments!
As a special thanks for reading, feel free to download our free guide on Writing Better Customer Support
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Emails â€” your customers will thank you for reading it! This post has been updated for accuracy and
freshness.
5: Definition of Quality Assurance in Customer Service | www.enganchecubano.com
Customer Service Skills. One of the most important customer service skills you can develop is the ability to understand
and effectively respond to the customer's needs and concerns.

6: Why Is Quality in Customer Service Important? | Bizfluent
4 Characteristics of Quality Customer Service It's not about Customer Service, It's about Customer Empathy We bought
a new HD television several months ago.

7: Quality Customer Service | Rio Salado College
Quality is, simply, the attributes of a product or service. So, to define what great quality means, we need a point of
reference. That's where standards come in. Standards refer to the requirements, specifications, guidelines or
characteristics established for customer service.

8: What is service quality? definition and meaning - www.enganchecubano.com
Many researchers have struggled with the issue of how to measure service quality. Perhaps the most widely used
measure is based on a set of five dimensions which have been consistently ranked by customers to be most important
for service quality, regardless of service industry.

9: How To Measure Quality of Service | Service Quality
There are certain customer service skills that every employee must master if they are forward-facing with customers.
Without them, you run the risk of finding your business in an embarrassing customer service train-wreck, or you'll simply
lose customers as your service continues to let people down.
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